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1. Abstract
In Quantum mathematics, the evolution of the states of a dynamical system is deterministic. For
instance, given time t, the states of the system are completely determined by the dynamical state
at the initial time t. Suppose, a question like
is solved using completing square
method, you will realize that finding the square root of √-1 is impossible; hence, this is a
complex number. Additionally, solving a problem of finding a formula for a power of a square
matrix A requires the construction of matrices which transform A into diagonal matrix. It is done
with any square matrix A, associating homogeneous linear equations Ax=0. Such set of
equations will only have non-trivial solutions set if det A=0. These are defined as eigenvalues
and eigenvectors. To understand quantum mathematics, one must understand the mathematical
models and theories to gain insight for employing physics and mechanics in it. Some
mathematicians have solved quantum problems using philosophical approaches which is
favorable to them; the strategy I have used is to treat finitely dimensional operators and numbers
in some detail and to indicate in general terms how the sane ideas are applied in the physics case.
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2. Introduction
Most people such as Richard Feynman concurs with the saying: “I think it is safe to say that no
one understands quantum mathematics”. In this paper, I will try to do the best I can to make
modern mathematics from quantum point of view as easy as it is supposed to be. I will show
simple models as they advance to complex one. The strangeness echoed in quantum theory
referred by Feynman has two major different sources. One of them is the inherent disjunction
and incommensurability between the classical physics conceptual framework, another which
governs our everyday experience of the physical world, and the very different framework which
governs physical reality at the atomic scale (Bethe, 1964). Familiarity with the powerful
formalisms of classical mathematics and quantum physics electromagnetism provides multifacets of the world at the distance scales familiar to us. Supplementing these with the more
subjects of special and general relativity extend our understanding into other less accessible
regimes. In quantum mathematics, system’s state is best thought of as a different mathematical
object: a vector in a complex vector space, this is also called state space. Sometimes this vector
is interpreted as a function, known as the wave-function.
3. Mathematical Prerequisite
3.1 Complex Numbers
Quantum mathematics is full of complex numbers; for example, i=√-1. Remember that √−1 is
a complex number (not a real ordinary number), since you cannot find a real number whose
square is −1; all real numbers have a positive square. In this section, I will summarize the most
important properties of complex numbers.
Given any complex number, call it k; by definition ,it can always be written in the form:
k = kr+ iki
where both kr and ki are ordinary real numbers, not involving√−1. The number kr is called the
real part of k, and ki the imaginary part. You can take the components of real and imaginary
complex numbers form the two-dimensional vectors point of view: (Hughes, 2012)

ki
k

kr
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Magnitude or absolute value of such a vector defined by |k| is the length of the very vector, and is
given by.
|k|=

kr2 +k2 i

Just like how we work on ordinary numbers, we can as well manipulate the complex number
pretty well in the same way. A relation that one should not forget is:
1/i = -i

This relation can be verified by multiplying the numerator and denominator of the fraction by i
and observing that by definition i2= −1 in the denominator part.

To find a complex conjugate of a complex number k, denoted by k∗, we replace i everywhere by
−i. In particular, if k = kr+ iki, where kr and ki are real numbers, the complex conjugate is: k∗=
kr− iki

Consider the figure below; illustrating graphically how you can find the conjugate of a complex
number by flipping it over around the horizontal axis:

ki
k

kr

-ki
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For instance, to get the magnitude of a complex number k, you simply multiply k with its
complex conjugate k* and take a square root:
|k|=

k*k

(H.Odishaw, 1958)

If k = kr+ ikr , where kr and ki are real numbers, multiplying out k∗k shows the magnitude of k to
be
|k|=

kr2+ki2

(H.Odishaw, 1958)

making it the same as before . From the above graph of the vector representing a complex
number k, the real part is kr= |k| cos α where α is given as the angle obtained between the vector
and the horizontal axis, and the imaginary part is ki= |k| sin α. So we can write any complex
number in polar form as k = |k| (cos α + i sin α). From Euler formula of critical importance: cos
α + I sin α = eiα
Therefore, we can write any complex number in polar form as: k = |k| eiα where both the
magnitude |k| and the phase angle (sometimes referred as argument) α are real numbers. If the
complex number has a magnitude of one, it can therefore be written as eiα (H.Odishaw, 1958)

3.2 Functions as vectors
The other mathematical idea that is relatively crucial for quantum mathematics is that; functions,
just like vectors, can be treated in the same way. A vector →f (which might be velocity ~v,
linear momentum →p = m →v, force →F or whatever) is commonly shown in physics in the
form of an arrow:
(S.M.Blinder, 2013)

y
fy

→f

fx
x

We can also represent the same vector as a spike diagram by plotting the components against
the values of components index. See the example below demonstarting the same.
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fi

fx
fy
1

i

2

Remember a symbol i in the component index is not the same as i = √-1 and therefore this two
should notbe confused. A vector in third dimension can also be represented using a spike
diagram showing all the dimensions like what has been done above in two dimension. Even in
more than three dimension the same spike diagram shows the very dimensions (S.M.Blinder,
2013). Consider the diagram below showing the vector in the third dimension.

fx

1

fy

fz

2

3

ft
4

In case of a large number of dimensions, and having a particular limit of infinitely dimensions,
we can rescale the large values of i into a continuous coordinate, say x. For example, x can be
defined as i divided by the number of dimensions. Spikes in a spike diagram becomes the
function f(x): In such a case, we can draw a spike diagram without showing the spikes. Consider
the figure below, an example of spike diagram without spikes.

F(x)

x
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3.3 The Product and Inner Dot
The dot and product of a vector are important tools in quantum mathematics. They make it
possible to calculate the length and magnitude of a vector; achieved simply by multiplying the
given vector by itself and finding the square root. We can also check whether two vectors are
orthogonal. If, for instance, the resulting dot product is zero, then the vectors are orthogonal. In
this subsection, the dot product is defined for complex vectors and functions. Let us take two
vectors →f and →g.
To get the dot product, multiply each component with the same index i together and get the
summation. See the illustration below.

→f ∙ →g ≡ f1g1+ f2g2+ f3g3

(S.M.Blinder, 2013)

“≡” is called the emphatic equal with the meaning “Is always equal”. Consider the
multiplication of two vectors giving a dot product. This can be shown on a diagram as the one
shown below.

fi
f1

f2

fi
`

f3

g1`
1
`

2
`

i`

3
`

1
`

g3`
g2
`

3
`

Note that the use of numeric subscripts, f1, f2, and f3 instead of fx, fy, and fz; brings no difference
in meaning. Using numerical subscripts enable the three term sum given above to be written as;

→f ∙ →g ≡ ∑ all i figi

note ∑ is the summation symbol

The length of →f given by

|→f | =

|→f | is usually calculated by the formula (Weisskopf, 1952/1979)

→f ∙→f =

∑ fi2
all i

Mark that, this formula does not work correctly for complex vectors. The reason behind it is that it terms

f2

of i

are not always positive numbers. Example is i2 = -1.
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Therefore, it is important to use a more general inner product for complex vectors, which places
a complex conjugate on the first vector: (Hughes, 2012)
(→f

| →g) ≡ ∑ fi

*

gi

all i

The inner product of a vector (say vector →f ) is equal to dot product if the vector is real. A
conjugate has no effect on such a vector.
(→f

| →g) = →f ∙ →g

Otherwise, in the part of inner product →f and →g, it cannot be interchanged; the conjugates
are only on the first factor, →f. Interchanging →f and →g changes the inner product’s value
into its complex conjugate. The length of a nonzero vector always becomes positive:

|→f | =

(→f |→f) =

∑ |fi|2
all i

This formula is the same with the physicist formula where the inner product brackets are taken as part in
verbal.

(→f |
bra

|→f)
ȼ

ket

Physicist refers to this formula as bras and kets. In this case, we define the inner product just like
in the case of vectors, take the values at the same x-position, multiply them together, and sum
them up. But due to many infinitely values of x, their sum becomes an integral:

(f|g) =
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3.4 Operators
Operators are the principal components of quantum mathematics (Weisskopf, 1952/1979). They
are the generalization of matrices. In a set sum of magnitudes, a matrix A will transform any
random vector v into a different vector .
.

A function can be transformed from one function to another using operators; the example below
illustrates the same.
f(x) an operator A

g(x) = Af(x)

Consider the simple examples of operators given below;
f(x)

f(x)

g(x) = xf(x)

g(x) = f `(x)

Remember this: a hat is used to indicate operators; for example, x` denotes an operator that corresponds to
multiplying by x. An operator is clear if is given without a hat, such as d/dx, no hat will be used. You
should note that the operators that we are interested in quantum mathematics are linear operators. If you
increase a function f by a factor, Af; the function increases by that same factor. Also, for any two
functions f and g, A(f +g) will be (Af) + (Ag). For example, differentiation is a linear operator:

(Weisskopf, 1952/1979)

3.5 Eigenvalues
The analysis of quantum mechanical systems is normally required to find eigenvalues and
eigenvectors/eigenfunctions. Consider a nonzero vector known as an eigenvector of a matrix A
if . is a multiple of the same vector: (Bethe, 1964)
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.iff .this is an eigenvector of the matrix A. The multiple given by a is known as the

eigenvalue (it is just a number). If Af is a multiple of the given function say f, then a nonzero
function f is known as an eigenfunction of an operator A: This can be summed up as Af = af iff f
is an eigenfunction of A.

1
Sin (2x)

2 cos (2x)
x

-1

-4 sin (2x)

The figure above is an example of the eigenfunction graph concept. A function sin (2x) is shown
in red. 2cos (2x), shown in black is the first derivative of sin (2x), and is not just a multiple of sin
(2x). Therefore sin (2x) is not an eigenfunction of the first derivative operator. (Hughes, 2012)
The second derivative of sin (2x) which is −4sin (2x), drawn in green, is just a multiple of
sin(2x). So sin (2x) is an eigenfunction of the second derivative operator, (Hughes, 2012) and
with eigenvalue −4.
For instance, an operator d/dx with eigenvalue 1 has ex as an eigenfunction, because dex/dx = 1
ex. Another simple example is illustrated in the figure above; the function sin (2x) is not an
eigenfunction of the first derivative operator d/dx. But it is an eigenfunction of the second
derivative operator given by d2/dx2, and with eigenvalue −4.
Eigenfunctions like ex are not very common in quantum mathematics since they become very
large with large x, which typically in-turn does not describe physical situations (H.Odishaw,
1958). The eigenfunctions of the first derivative operator denoted by d/dx if they do appear a lot
are of the form eikx, where i =√−1 and k is an fixed real set.
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The eigenvalue is ik:

Function eikx does not setback at large x; in particular, the Euler formula explained below says:
eikx= cos (kx) + i sin (kx)

k is the wave number.

3.6 Hermitian Operators.
If an operator can be flipped over to appear in its inner product side then it is said to be
Hermitian. A second order linear Hermitian operator satisfies the equation;

(S.M.Blinder, 2013)
Is a self-adjoining having the following boundaries.
. In this
operator denotes a complex conjugate. If Hermitian operators have the real eigenvalues,
orthogonal eigenfunction, and the corresponding eigenfunctions makes a complete
biorthogonal system, then is linear in second order. In this sense, is Hermitian if the
boundary gives sufficiently strong disappearing near infinity. Consider the following
equation;
(S.M.Blinder, 2013)

To prove that eigenvalues are real and eigenfunctions orthogonal, consider the following
equation;
(4)
Assume that there is a second eigenvalue

such that

(5)
(6)
multiply (4) by and (6) by
(7)
(8)
(9)
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Now integrate

(10)
But because is Hermitian, the left side vanishes.

(11)
Remember eigenvalues and are not degenerate, then
, so the eigenfunctions are
orthogonal. If the eigenvalues are degenerate, the eigenfunctions are not necessarily orthogonal.
Now using
.

(12)
The integral cannot disappear unless

, so we have

and the eigenvalues are real.

For a Hermitian Operator ,
(13)

In integral notation,

(14)
Given Hermitian operators and ,
(15)
Because, for a Hermitian operator
(16)
(17)
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Therefore, either

or

. But

if and only if

, so

(18)
for a non-trivial eigenfunction. This means that
, namely that Hermitian operators produce
exact/real expectation values. The observable must therefore have a corresponding Hermitian
operator. Furthermore,
(19)
(20)
Since

. Then
(21)

For

(i.e.,

),
(22)

For

(i.e.,

),
(23)

Therefore,
(24)
so the basis of eigenfunctions corresponding to a Hermitian operator are orthogonal.
Hermitian conjugate operator

(also called the adjoin) by
(25)

For a Hermitian operator,
(26)
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Furthermore, given two Hermitian operators and ,
(27)
(28)
(29)
so
(30)
By further iterations, this can be generalized to
(31)
Given two Hermitian operators and ,
(32)
the operator

equals

, and is therefore Hermitian, only if

(33)
Given an arbitrary operator ,
(34)
(35)
so

is Hermitian.
(36)
(37)
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so

is Hermitian. Similarly,
(38)
(39)

so

is Hermitian
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4. Basic Idea of Quantum Mathematics
4.1 The Revised Picture of Nature
In physics, most explanations are based on Newtonian, but from the quantum mathematics and
close examination of the nature we realize that the way Newtonian explain in physics is not the
best way. A good example is Newtonian graph of a particle mass m; see the figure below.
The following does not exist as per this figure.
1. A numerical position for the particle as explained by Newtonian theory simply
does not exist. (Hughes, 2012)
2. A linear momentum or numerical velocity for the particle as explained by physic
does not exist. (Hughes, 2012)

.

What exist according to quantum mathematics is wave function

.

4.2 The Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle
The fundamental consequence of quantum theory implies that the position and momentum of a
particle cannot be determined with arbitrary precision- the more accurately one is known the
more uncertain is the other (Weisskopf, 1952/1979). This is called the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle. An operator is a prescription for one function into another-in symbols, Âψ=ϕ. From a
normal physical point of view, operators acting on a wavefunction can be seen as the process of
measuring the observable A on the state ψ. The transformation wavefunction ϕ then represents
the state of the system after the measurement is performed. In general, ϕ is not the same as ψ,
following the fact that the process of measurement on a quantum system can produce an
16 | P a g e
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irreducible perturbation maintaining the original state. The function ϕ is then equal to an
eigenvalue a times ψ.
The product of two operators, say ÂḂ, represents the successive action of the operators, reading
from right to left-i.e. first Ḃ then Â. The commutator of the two functions is defined by
[Â, Ḃ]≡ Â Ḃ- Ḃ Â
When [Â, Ḃ] = 0, then two operators are said to commute. This means their combined effect will
be same whatever order they are applied. The uncertainty principle for simultaneous
measurement of two observables A and B is determined by their commutator. The uncertainty ∆a
in the observable A is defined in terms of the mean square deviation from the average.
(∆a)2 = {(Â- [A])2}={ A 2} – { A }2
This corresponds to the standard deviation Ϭ in statistics. The following inequality can be proven
for the product of two uncertainties:
∆a∆b =>½|{[ Â, Ḃ]}|
The best known instance of above equation involves the position and momentum operators, ẋ
and Ṗx. Their commutator is given by
[ẋ, Ṗx] = iћ
So that

∆x∆p> = ћ/2

And this is known as the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.

4.3. The Operators of Quantum mathematics
The old Newtonian physics explains using numerical quantities such as; position, momentum,
energy, ..etc, are just shadows of what really describes nature: operators (Bethe, 1964). The
operators described in this section are the key to quantum mathematics. In several examples of
operators in physics explain about x position of a particle, while a mathematically exact value of
the position x of a particle does not exists, instead there is an x-position operator denoted by ẋ. It
turns the wave function ψ into xψ:

ψ (x,y,z,t)

ẋ

x ψ (x,y,z,t)

Remember operator ż and ẏ have same definition as ẋ.
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Consider the momentum formula below;

ψ (x,y,z,t)

ψx (x,y,z,t)

ћ is called planks constant simply it is original planks constant h divided
by 2л.

4.4. The Orthodox Statistical Interpretation
Einstein’s realism about the properties of system went hand in hand with a specific interpretation
of quantum theory, now generally called the statistical interpretation. The orthodox explains
clearly that; the wave function ψ collapses into one of the eigenfunctions of the measured as a
result of measurement (Weisskopf, 1952/1979). The probabilities of eigenvalues is given by
corresponding coefficients square magnitudes of eigenfunctions, this is according to orthodox
interpretation
Ψ = c1ψ1+ c2ψ2+ …} energy measurement { Ψ = cnψn for some n Energy = En

4.5. Only eigenvalues
As defined above an operator is a generalization of the concept of a function. The function is a
rule for turning one number into another; an operator is a rule of turning one function to another
(Weisskopf, 1952/1979). We usually indicate that an object is an operator by placing a “hat”
over it, for example Â. The action of operator that turns function f into the function g is
represented by;
Â f = g……………………… (1)
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The equation (1) above implies that the operator for the x-component of momentum can be
written as;

………. (2)
And by analogy, we must have;
(3)

(4)

The energy, expressed as a function of position and momentum, is known in classical mechanics
as the Hamiltonian. Consider the equation above for a particle with a potential energy V(x) ) is
generalized to three dimensions,

(5)

We can construct from this the corresponding quantum-mathematical operator,

Ĥ

(6)

The time-independent Schrödinger equation can be written symbolically as,
Ĥ

(7)

This form is applicable to any quantum-mathematical system, given the appropriate Hamiltonian
and wave function. Most applications to chemistry involve systems containing several particleselectrons and nuclei in atoms and molecules. An operator equation of the form,
Â ψ= const ψ

(8)

is called an eigenvalue equation. (S.M.Blinder, 2013) Recalling Equation (1), an operator acting
on a function gives another function. The special case (8) occurs when the second function is a
multiple of the first. In this case, ψ is known as eigenfuction and the constant is called an
eigenvalue.
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4.6. Statistical selection
The main technical part is selecting a correct operator to collapse. This is because the wave
function before measurement is made up of many different eigenfunctions; therefore, to
determine eigenfunction produced is the only tricky part. In this case, considering orthodox
interpretation that nature contains mysterious random number generator. Suppose the wave
function ψ before measurement equals,
Ψ = c1ψ1+ c2ψ2+ c3ψ3+ ... in terms of the eigenfunctions,
then this arbitrary number generator according to Einstein, “throw the dice” . Based on the result
one eigenfunctions will be selected. Wavefunction will be collapsed to eigenfunction ψ1 in on
average just a fraction given by |c1|2 of the cases, will also lead to the collapse of the wave
function into ψ2in a fraction |c2|2 of the cases.

4.7. A Particle Confined Inside a Pipe
In this section, I have demonstrated a general procedure for quantum systems using a real life
example as an elementary tool. We are going to study a pipe system with particles; say an
electron confined to the inside of a narrow pipe with closed ends. This example is explained in
details for you to understand since it makes easier not to get lost in the more advanced quantum
mathematics.
The system to be analyzed is shown below (figure 1) same as in classical and non-quantum
physics. We take that a particle is bouncing around between the ends of a pipe. The assumption
is that friction is minimal (ideally, no friction), this will keep the particle bouncing back and
forward forever (Bethe, 1964). In classical physics we draw the particles that is being described
as little spheres, an example on figure 1,

Figure 1
Figure 2
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4.8 Mathematical solution
We start by describing the problem mathematically; we will use the x-coordinate that measure
the longitudinal position inside the pipe. Then let the length of the pipe be called Lx . Again we
will assume that the only longitudinal length x is the one that exist (Weisskopf, 1952/1979).

Lx

x

X= Lx

X=0

4.9 The Hamiltonian
Finding of the Hamiltonian is the first step when analyzing any quantum system. Hamiltonian is
defined as the total energy operator; it is equal to the sum of kinetic energy and potential energy.
Finding the potential energy V is easy: because assumption runs that the particle does not
experience any forces inside the pipe, (until the time it hits either end of the pipe), the potential
energy therefore is constant inside the pipe: Therefore, V= constant, inside the pipe. The
constant potential energy produces zero force since the force is the derivative of potential energy.
The kinetic Ṫ is given by

M is the mass of the particle and

21 | P a g e
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Remember that potential energy is zero; therefore the Hamiltonian H is equal to the kinetic.

4.10 The Hamiltonian eigenvalue problem
From the above step, Hamiltonian H is found we therefore formulate the Hamiltonian eigenvalue
problem which is the same as the time-independent Schrödinger equation. (S.M.Blinder, 2013)
It is always in the form,
Ĥ

(Refer on page 17 equation 7).

Any given nonzero solution of of this equation is known as the energy eigenfunction while
the constant E is known as the energy eigenfunction. Let us now substitute the Hamiltonian with
the pipe equation,

At the end of the pipe (x) the boundaries should be set for this equation.

4.11 All solutions of the eigenvalue problem
An ordinary differential equation found, in the above subsection (Hamiltonian eigenvalue),
should be now be solved. Have a look at the equation again,

Assuming that the Energy E is negative this what we have,
= C1eκx+ C2e−κx
C1 and C2 can be any two numbers as far as ordinary differential is concerned. The two
boundaries given above should be satisfied. The first boundary condition is that; when x = 0
then
, but if is as equation, will produce;
C1e0+ C2e0= 0

but since

e0= 1,
we can use this to find an expression for C2:
C2= −C1
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The second boundary condition is that; at x = ℓx then

= 0 at, will produce;

C1eκ Lx + C2e−κ Lx = 0
or, since you just found out that C2= −C1,
C1 (eκℓx− e−κℓx) = 0
In the parenthesis C1 will be zero since C2= −C1, thus this is a wave function
= C1eκ x + C2e−κ x = 0
If the wave has zero function, then it is not correct either because we cannot find it anywhere on
the graph! Everything was done right. So the problem must be the initial assumption that the
energy is negative. Remember, the energy cannot be negative. This is because, from the fact that
all the energy is kinetic energy for this particle. From classical physics, it affirms that (Bub,
1996) the kinetic energy is proportional to the square of the velocity and hence cannot be
negative. You now see that quantum mathematics also comes to agreement that the kinetic
energy at all costs cannot be negative or will never be, this holds because of the boundary
condition of the wavefunction. (Weisskopf, 1952/1979)
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5.0 Quantum Physics and Single-particle system from quantum
mathematics
5.1 Harmonic Oscillation
Classical physics explains that all particles are under some force hence they are not free; this is
what Hamiltonian functions are. You simply add a term potential energy to term the kinetic
energy in the expression for the energy (this is Hamiltonian function).
Most energy that depend on position, one has to obey the formula;

for some function
where V(r) is bounded so as to ensure stability of the system. This is the
simplest case to put into consideration;
quadratic in r, and it is the lowest-order
approximation while studying motion near a minimum of
, expanding
in a power
series around this point. We get,

with coefficients chosen so as to make w be angular frequency in periodic motion of the classical
trajectories bodies. These clearly satisfy Hamilton’s equations

So,

this will have solutions with periodic motion of angular frequency w. Since the Hamiltonian is
just quadratic in the p and r, we have seen that we can construct the corresponding quantum
operator uniquely using the Schrödinger representation. For H = L2(R) we have a Hamiltonian
operator,

To find solutions of the Schrödinger equation, as with the free particle, we have to solve first
eigenvectors of H with eigenvalue E, which means finding solutions to (Bethe, 1964)
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Schrodinger equation solution will result to a linear combination of the function

5.2 Angular Momentum
The total angular momentum of an atom or molecule is the vector sum of the angular momentum
of its constituent parts, e.g., electrons. For example, the total orbital angular momentum of
several electrons is given by (H.Odishaw, 1958),
L = l1 + l2 + …
While the total spin angular momentum is analogously,
S = s1 +s2 + …
These can combined to give a total electronic angular momentum,
J=L+S
Consider the general case of vector addition of two angular momenta, which we will denote as J1
and J2:
J = J1 + J2
We can picture J1 and J2 as cones around their resultant J, which is itself represented by a
conical surface about some axis in space. According to quantum theory, each component of
angular momentum, as well as their resultant, has a magnitude given by
J(J+1)ћ with J
having possible values 0, ½, 1, 1½, 2 …, now including the possibility of spins contributing
multiples of ½. The observable components of J are again given by Mћ, with M running from –J
to +J in integer steps. (Hughes, 2012)

If J1 and J2 are described by quantum numbers J1 and J2, respectively, then the total angular
momentum quantum number J has the possible values
J = |J2-J1|, |J2-J1|+1… J2+J1
Again in integer steps; the value of J depends on the relative orientation of the components J1
and J2. For example, angular momenta 1 and ½ can combine to give either J=½ or J=1½.
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5.3 Self-adjointness and spectrum
Let ɧ be (complex separable) Hilbert space. A linear operator is a linear mapping;
A: Ð (A) → ɧ
Where Ð (A) is linear subspace of ɧ, called the domain of A; It is called bounded if operator
norm (S.H.Chue, 1977)

is finite. The second quality follows since
=<
is attained when
for some z Ɛ Ϛ. If A is bounded, it is no restriction to assume Ð (A) = ɧ.

The Banach space of all bounded operators is denoted by ϛ(ɧ). Products of unbounded operators
are defined naturally; that is,
for
The expression

, is called quadratic form,

associated to A. An operator can be reconstructed from its quadratic form via the polarization
identity.

A densely defined operator A is called symmetric or Hermatian if
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6.0 Conclusion
Most of mathematics formulas and theory are as a result of physics’ research and development.
In this paper we have agreed that quantum really agree and as well disagree to some theories
given out by several people like Newton, Einstein and many. Quantum mathematics on a free
particle and physics on a free particle are somehow similar and therefore they agree.
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